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THE OLD MAN AND THE CCC

Terry Bonar discusses what it takes to succeed at a private club for many years

BY PAT JONES

After 45 years – except for a brief hiatus to serve in the Air Force – it's safe to say Terry Bonar and Canterbury Country Club have been there for each other.

"It's been a pretty good ride," says the man who showed up at the course in Cleveland's prosperous eastern suburbs as a green college kid in 1961 and who officially has overseen Canterbury's grounds for almost 25 years.

Canterbury is a prestigious old club – a Herbert Strong design many feel is the best among a bevy of outstanding private facilities in the Cleveland area. The history of the place overflows with notable moments.

Jack Nicklaus broke Ben Hogan's record for major wins at Canterbury with a victory at the PGA Championship in 1973. Bonar was there for that event. The club hosted the U.S. Amateur in '64 and '79. Bonar was there for those events. Canterbury was the site for four consecutive Senior TPCs – the tournament that essentially launched the Champions Tour – from '83 to '86. He was there. And the 1996 U.S. Senior Open? Guess who was hosting the event.

Currently, more than 300 members come to the club – when it's not snowing – to enjoy one of the best facilities in the country. Bonar has been a fixture at Canterbury for five decades. I'm guessing you can count the number of superintendents with that kind of tenure on your fingers and a couple of toes. And, if you factor in the USGA, PGA and Champions Tour events he's hosted or assisted with during that time, he might be the only guy who's stayed at an elite private club that long and survived the pressure of setting up big events.

So what's the deal? How has he done it? What can you learn from a man who has defied all the odds, kept a mostly low profile and, amazingly, kept his pride and his sense of humor? I wanted to find out, so I visited him at his none-too-fancy maintenance facility that sits just a few hundred yards from the clubhouse of one of America's great classic golf courses.

ARE YOU THE SECOND-MOST FAMOUS PERSON FROM STEUBENVILLE, OHIO?

Probably not, but my hometown is probably best-known because Dean Martin was born there.

DID YOU EVER MEET HIM?

Not in Steubenville, but I saw him in Las Vegas in 1959. I wasn't old enough to drink at the time. He was playing blackjack with Frank Sinatra, and I screwed up my courage and introduced myself. I was able to see the Rat Pack during their heyday. That was pretty neat for a kid.

YOUR MOM WAS A TEACHER AND YOUR DAD WAS A STEELWORKER. HOW'D YOU GET INVOLVED IN GOLF?

When I was 12 or 13, I got a set of clubs – actually it was an 8-iron, putter and a driver – and taught myself to play. I caddied a lot and ended up on the high school team (in Steubenville) and became a fair player. I was a two handicap at one point, and our team's record while I was in school was 65-2. I graduated in 1958 and wasn't sure what I wanted to do, but Penn State had just started their turf program, and I decided to give that a try to stay involved in golf. Burton Musser, Ph.D., was in charge of the program then and Joe Duich, Ph.D., was his understudy. We had guys like Frank Dobie, Bill Burdick and Bruce Denning in that class.

HAD YOU WORKED IN GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE AT THAT POINT?

Yes. During college, I worked some at a football stadium and later worked at Oglebay Park in Wheeling, W.Va., but I hadn't had much experience. When I graduated in 1961, Canterbury had sent a letter to Penn State looking for a crew member, and Duich asked me about it, and I said, 'Hell, why not? It's closer to home.' That's how I ended up here.

I started in April of 1961. The superintendent was a Hungarian guy – so was most of the crew. He spoke some English, but spoke Hungarian to the rest of the crew when they didn't want me to know what they were saying. They were good guys, and they liked me because I didn't mind hard work. They taught me the little stuff – all the detail work – and educated me about the course. I kind of became an honorary Hungarian.
Cleary.
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HOW DID YOU END UP IN THE SERVICE?
As a crew member, I was laid off during my first and second year. In my third year, I became an assistant. There was no way I was ready to take over, but I was definitely ready to be an assistant by the summer of '63. That's when I received a notice to take a physical for the (Army) draft. I went to see the Air Force recruiter because I didn't want to be a "ground-pounder." I ended up as an intelligence analyst. I spent my time analyzing intercept stuff and monitoring radio traffic. I was in school in Texas for a year, went to Germany for two years and then a year in Vietnam. I got out in '67 and came back here.

YOU WERE HERE FOR THE PGA CHAMPIONSHIP IN 1973 AND A BUNCH OF OTHER COOL EVENTS. WHAT WAS THAT LIKE?
In '73, they didn't even televise much, only the back nine holes. There was no pro-am, no sponsor tents – the peripheral things were concession tents, bleachers and a few TV towers. It was a different time. We did a lot of prep work and worked long hours. By the time the tournament got here, I was fried. All the pros that I idolized were right here at our golf course, and I didn't really care. We did all right and the event was a success, but it taught me a lesson. I made up my mind that I wouldn't burn out myself or my crew before a big event.

During both U.S. Amateurs, we put up ropes but that was about it. They did televise the 1979 Amateur, but it was on a delay. By the time the Senior Open came in '96, we'd hosted a bunch of events and working with USGA had never been a problem with us. It was great working with Tom Meeks, Tim Moraghan and Mike Davis. The event ran very smoothly. The weather cooperated, the course was firm and fast, and was well received by the players.

DID YOU USE A BUNCH OF VOLUNTEERS FROM OTHER AREA COURSES FOR THE SENIOR OPEN IN '96?
I never did the volunteer thing. In '96, Matt Shaffer (then at The Country Club of Pepper Pike in Ohio, now at Merion Golf Club in Pennsylvania) sent a couple of guys over as backups, but that was about it. Local superintendents Joe Volk, David Webner and Thom Martinek came over and kept me on the right track. I remember going to the Open at Congressional in '95, and Paul Latshaw had 65 volunteers. I couldn't imagine what I'd have done with all those guys. I'm sure Matt and Paul were just trying to help guys get a major on their resumes.

IS MENTORING ASSISTANTS AND YOUNGER FOLKS A BIG PART OF YOUR APPROACH?
It's not something I've focused on every day, but since '71, I've had 17 guys who have worked for me and moved on to become superintendents, including guys like Dan Pierson, Dave Webner, Joe Kosoglov, Bob Holmes, Doug Miller and Craig Kachline. I'm not trying to compete with Paul Latshaw or other guys like that. I'm not in a hurry to turn 'em over or run them off. I'm a little greedy and want the good guys to stay for a while.

DO YOU REMEMBER THE FIRST DAY - 25 YEARS AGO - THAT YOU WERE OFFICIALLY THE SUPERINTENDENT AT CANTERBURY?
I remember I lost a lot of sleep the first year. On one hand, I didn't have to worry about what the superintendent thought anymore. But, on the other hand, I was responsible. I traded one set of troubles for another. It's like buying a gift for your wife ... no matter what you do, you're worried you'll be wrong.

WHAT ARE THE THREE BIGGEST CHANGES YOU'VE SEEN IN THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE DURING YOUR TIME?
No.1 is getting rid of steel golf spikes. It's made the biggest improvement to our greens. The PGA Tour guys bitch about damage around the holes, but it's their fault. It's the stupid steel spikes. I can remember how bad our greens looked before we went to spikeless. There's no comparison.

No. 2 is the development of plant growth regulators. I use Primo, and almost everyone I know is using it or other PGRs. Now you can fertilize and grow grass when you used to have to starve greens and fairways.

No. 3 is aerification equipment. Nothing can take the place of core aeration. It's necessary, but we also deep till and use the "job-saver" 3/8 inch tine. I've become a big fan of the PlanetAir. Dan Pierson from Wilmington Country Club (in Delaware) told me, "If you've got push-up greens, you've got to have one of these." It's expensive, but it's fast and isn't disruptive. It goes two inches deep – which is past my roots in some cases.

I SNUCK INTO YOUR EQUIPMENT BUILDING BEFORE I CAME HERE TO YOUR OFFICE. YOU HAVE A TON OF STUFF, AND SOME...
IS PRETTY OLD. ARE YOU COLLECTING ANTIQUES OR WHAT?
There are no excuses at this level. The members don't want to hear about broken-down equipment. I believe in backups and taking care of the equipment the club buys for me.

YOU'RE PRETTY WELL-KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE INDUSTRY. DO YOU GET A LOT OF PRESSURE TO ENDORSE PRODUCTS?
Not really. I get approached occasionally. To me, nothing carries as much weight as another superintendent I trust who's using something. The first thing I do when I'm approached by a salesman with a new product is to ask if it's for their users' list. I'll call those guys. There are salespeople I trust—guys like Glenn Omari with Harrell's. They've been there and they're in the business for the long run. We're blessed in northeast Ohio to have really knowledgeable and helpful sales reps.

WHAT DO YOU SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE WITH YOUR PEERS?
I like to write articles, but it's difficult. I do some things for our club newsletter and that gives me a lot of self-satisfaction. I've talked at the Ohio Turf Conference and been on panels, but not a lot. I don't mind talking if they ask me to talk.

ARE THERE TOO MANY YOUNG FOLKS IN THE PROFESSION NOW?
Sure, or too few courses, depending on how you look at it. I was on the ATI advisory board for Ohio State's turf program. I suggested every applicant should have to work on a course before they can enroll. You can't have any illusions that this is an easy or simple job before you commit to a career in this business.

IF YOU COULD CHANGE ANYTHING ABOUT THE INDUSTRY, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
There's nothing wrong with most clubs that an influx of new members wouldn't cure. We provide a quality product for a good price. I'm proud of that. As superintendents, our management skills are important. Things aren't the same, and you have to change. We've cut our staff a little to keep up. Our budget hasn't been cut, but we're putting the money into the golf course. The members are proud of the golf course, and I'm honored to be in charge of it.

About six or seven years ago, my green chair asked what he could do for me. I told him I'd like to sit in on the board meetings. The president asked if I wanted to stay for the whole meeting, and I said if you're asking I'm staying. I've learned a tremendous amount from that. It's given me a new insight into how clubs run. It's helped me and helped my credibility. They're smart people and watching how they interact impressed me. I try to stay calm and mostly succeed. Sometimes I sit through the whole meeting and don't say anything. Oftentimes it's just better to listen.

One of the things they let me do is to help set the agenda for green committee meetings. Of course, I always ask him if he wants anything in particular on the agenda. The meeting is always scheduled for one hour before the board meeting. It's a great idea because it helps the committee focus because they have to finish before the board meeting.

HOW DO YOU SURVIVE FOR DECADES IN A HIGH-PRESSURE CLUB CULTURE?
You hate to see someone lose their job, but the ones that do—it's mostly because of things beyond their control. There's a change in the general manager position or you have a g.m. who doesn't recognize the value of the course. It's good when the club manager and superintendent are on equal footing. You need to have regular meetings to talk honestly about what's going on to prevent those kind of misunderstandings.

DO YOU THINK SOME VETERAN SUPERINTENDENTS GET IN TROUBLE BECAUSE THEY BEGIN TO FEEL THAT IT'S "THEIR" GOLF COURSE AND THE MEMBERS CAN'T TELL THEM WHAT TO DO?
I want my assistants to think like that. They should feel a sense of ownership. But I've learned you can't do that when you become a superintendent. If the members decide they want me to build a tee box on top of an oak tree, I'll get three estimates.

It's their golf course. On the other hand, if its agronomic, that's why they hired me.

YOU'RE NOT QUITE THE PLAYER YOU WERE IN HIGH SCHOOL, BUT YOU'RE STILL A GOOD STICK (AN 11-HANDICAP). HOW OFTEN DO YOU PLAY WITH MEMBERS?
They want you to play golf, but don't overdo it, it's a fine line. You need to make sure everything's right first. That's your job. I tell my assistants they need to play. It gives you credibility with golfers. You don't need to be great, but you need to be good. It gains people's respect.

I KNOW YOU'RE IN NO HURRY TO RETIRE, BUT YOU WILL EVENTUALLY. HOW DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED?
As an honorable person, someone who's straightforward and willing to help, I always try to call the new guy in the neighborhood. During past years, they've been guys like Matt Shaffer, John Zimmers and other terrific guys. John Spodnik, who is now retired from Westfield Country Club, remembered my name when I just started at Canterbury. It meant a lot to me then and I've tried to pass that along. A sense of honor and a willingness to be a friend to your colleagues will take you a long way in this business.

SO, WHAT'S THE SECRET? WHAT HAVE YOU DONE THAT'S ENABLED YOU TO STAY HERE SO LONG?
I've been blessed over the years to have really good people on my staff. Some have moved on to other positions, but a lot of them stayed for a number of years. The staff I have now works very well together. I've learned a lot from being a superintendent, but the main thing might be that I'm good at efficiency of operation. I just have to look around and see where people are to know if things are going right. I've always thought I should spend money like it's mine. I try to be very budget conscious. I want to give the club the best bang for their buck.

That's worked out great, because I have credibility with the members. It's the most valuable thing I have. I would never do anything to jeopardize that. You have to be an honorable person and treat people—the members and your employees with respect.

Terry Bonar can be reached at 216-561-0909 at tbonar2@aol.com.
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THE PUSH FOR PERFECTION

Golfers and superintendents strive for the best possible course conditions

Hosting tournaments impacts the turf conditions of Flintrock Falls Golf Course. Photo: ClubCorp.
Even though there's no such thing as a perfectly conditioned golf course, superintendents move heaven and earth to get as close as they can to that impossible standard. Pressure from golfers, owners and, most often, themselves drives superintendents to aim for perfection. From high-end private clubs to municipal tracks, the common goal is to provide the best possible playing conditions.

Different areas of the country react differently to golf course perfection, but clubs that host major tournaments drive the demand for perfection, says Doug Miller, vice president of golf course management for Dallas-based ClubCorp.

"Greens are stimping at 12 to 14 for tournaments but not daily," he says. "You won't find those conditions during the tournaments every day. Those conditions peak after a year of preparation." Mission Hills Country Club in Rancho Mirage, Calif., Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio, and Flintrock Falls Golf Course in Austin, Texas, are three ClubCorp facilities that host tournaments.

"They all produce excellent playing conditions and good visuals to go with that," Miller says. Almost all of the company's 90 facilities are private with the exception of five public facilities that have been in the company's portfolio for a while. Most of its managed facilities' golf course maintenance budgets fall in the $600,000- to $2-million range.

Depending on Mother Nature, having a wall-to-wall green course at a higher height of cut is easier and cheaper than producing tournament conditions, Miller says. "For tournament conditions, you need more control of water, which means more labor, and more money is spent on chemicals because you're putting the plant under pressure," he says. "Brown areas are OK in some cases during tournament preparation because playing conditions are paramount to color. Brown turf is more accepted than in the past. Areas of the country that have water restrictions understand water use better than a place that receives a lot of rain. There will always be places where water is an issue. Those places understand the lush look isn't always possible."

Tournament or not, perfect course conditions start with greens.

"You treat the greens like a princess, then move out from there," says Jay Willis, superintendent at the 18-hole Glen Eagle Golf Course in Millington, Tenn. "People will still push the conditions and limits. For example, walkmowing fairways ... that's too much."

PRESSURE
As all superintendents know well, stress comes with the job, and whether that stress is self induced or brought on by owners or golfers, superintendents will continue to feel it.

"Members always want course conditions to be better," Miller says. "There always seems to be pressure from the club down the street. Superintendents also put pressure on themselves to do more with what they have to work with. But conditions have improved because superintendents have pushed the limits. Eight to nine feet on the Stimpmeter was fast 20 years ago. Today, it's average at best."

Willis says he puts more pressure on himself than golfers do.

"Recently, when I looked at the course from a distance, it looked fine because it was green, but when I played the course, I was sick to my stomach because the greens weren't in good condition," he says.

Yet a superintendent who works at an equity-owned club will feel more pressure for perfect course conditions than one at a public course because the golfers have a stake in the club, Willis says.

"My director of golf plays all of the courses in Memphis, and as long as the greens, tees and fairways are the best I can condition them, he's OK with that," he says. "He understands I can't do certain things such as weeding around every tree and trimming around cart paths. For awhile, I worked around the clubhouse, designing the landscaping around it. That saved the owner a bunch of money, but it was time spent away from the course. I'm paying for it now because the thatch has built up in the Bermudagrass greens."

Fred Behnke, CGCS, at Mount Prospect (Ill.) Municipal Golf Course, agrees the demand for perfection is self inflicted.

"I see what everyone else is up to when we have local superintendent chapter meetings," he says. "We're a funny group of guys. We'll trade equipment or share a jug of fungicide to get through the tough times, but by the same token, we're competitors. You're always measuring yourself against others."

"If I don't see that prime-time demographic after the regulars tee off in the early morning and if I see open slots on the tee sheet, I feel pressure because I think it's because the conditions aren't measuring up," he adds. "We had nine inches of rain in August. We're a swamp."

Mission Hills Country Club produces excellent playing conditions, says Doug Miller, v.p. of golf course management for ClubCorp. Photo: ClubCorp
Fred Behnke, CGCS, puts pressure on himself to make the conditions at Mount Prospect Municipal Golf Course the best they can be. Photo: Hi-tech Fred

One area of the course Willis improved is the older runway tees. He grew rough in between the tees to separate them and give them definition.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Golfer input is an important aspect of trying to reach perfect course conditions. For Willis, playing golf with customers to ask questions about his practices helps put conditions into perspective.

“They usually ask about aeration and why the grass is the height it is,” says Willis, who has been at Glen Eagle for the past four years. “It’s always good to get feedback. I usually wait until the sixth hole to tell them who I am. The golfers here are very reasonable because they understand what I have to work with, even though they’re always asking why this course doesn’t look like the one down the street.”

Willis has a staff of five in addition to six or seven inmates from a local prison. The inmate program is through the Navy, which owns the course, and has been in place since before Willis arrived. Prison labor pays 12 cents an hour.

“I only get four or five hours of work a day from them,” says Willis, who works with a maintenance budget of about $500,000. “I’m constantly training people because they rotate. Only one or two work at a good pace, but it’s worthwhile to have the inmates because I need to get the work done.”

Willis says the better golfers complain about how true the greens roll and want a shorter height of cut in fairways. Higher handicappers want a higher height of cut in fairways, which is a half inch.

“We go after the better golfers,” he says. “Ten or higher on the Stimpmeter is what people expect. The ideal height of cut on fairways is 0.375 inch, but we can’t cut it that low because of the higher handicappers. It’s the same with tees and approaches. We’re not a high-end course. We’re a low-end public course.”

High handicappers also complain about roughs.

“It depends on the person and how much of a naturalist he is,” Willis says. “The rough, which is two inches here, should take the spin off the ball.”

Recently, there was a complete bunker renovation at Glen Eagle because the better handicappers expected better conditions. The old sand had a high pebble content.

At Mount Prospect, a golf advisory committee representing men, women and seniors conducts monthly meetings to talk golf, maintenance and operations. Behnke, who participates in those meetings, anticipates golfers’ feedback.

“In April, the meeting is about goose poop,” he says. “The May meeting is about Poa seed heads. We use Proxy and Primo to combat that. The July meeting is related to the club championship. And bunkers are always an issue. I encourage discussion about ball marks and divots, too. We distribute divot repair tools. Currently, high school golf is going on, and the kids don’t take care of the course like the residents do.”

Like all superintendents, Behnke receives good and bad feedback from golfers.

“I have a couple of customers who think I’m an idiot – four people who will never change their minds,” he says. “But the other 98 per-